2014 nissan murano

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! Located at Feldman Chevrolet of New Hudson. Call now! CVT with Xtronic. Looking for
navigation, sunroof, leather with heated and cooled seats maybe blind spot monitor or backup
camera we have cars that have the features and options for you! If you are asking yourself what
is my trade worth we can help you answer that! We have a full parts department that supplies
our certified technicians we will help with all your service needs! Call us or visit us anytime
Nissan s current version of the Murano is five years running without significant changes, and
that s too long considering just about every other five-seat midsize SUV on the market has
received a significant redesign in that segment. Compare the Murano with its competitors here.
Still, the Murano s onetime greatness keeps it from being a complete dog even among
brand-new SUVs. There s still a lot to like in its sophisticated ride and leather-upholstered trim
levels, which excel in offering a premium experience. I tested a cloth-seated SV with all-wheel
drive. Compare Murano trim levels here. There s nothing wrong with the cloth seats, but a
leather interior is expected at this kind of luxury-car price. The cloth proved extremely
comfortable in both rows of seating, however. The deep cushions have superior levels of
comfort, with support similar to what I would imagine a giant cloth baseball glove chair would
offer. The beige interior as a whole has a homey and welcoming vibe, though the Murano s
black interior is the classier choice and hides the aging design better. Competitors are catching
up to the Murano s near-Infiniti quality, which used to be unique in this segment. For similar or
less money, the Grand Cherokee is classily appointed, with high-quality, soft-touch materials
the Sorento is available with Nappa leather seating and the Santa Fe Sport offers luxurious
saddle-colored leather that oozes personality and quality. The Murano still has nice touches,
like real aluminum interior trim. The interior style is more functional than eye-popping, with a
traditional layout of controls. You ll find high-quality knobs and easy-to-read buttons in the
Murano rather than the hard-to-use capacitive touch buttons some automakers are adopting in
order to give iPad-like usability and save manufacturing money. Competitors are catching up to
the Murano in terms of roominess as well as interior quality. The Murano holds its own, with
plenty of room for front and rear occupants. I could sprawl out in the backseat even with the
front seat in my driving position. A nearly flat floor makes the interior feel extra roomy and gives
ample legroom for a middle passenger. Those looking for maximum cargo room, though, may
have to look elsewhere. The Murano s The seven-seat Nissan Pathfinder, which is priced
similarly to the Murano and shares many of its driving and comfort characteristics, has more
cargo room behind the sliding second-row seat when the third row is folded , offering a
maximum Quick-release handles in the cargo area drop the Murano s backseat flat with no
effort. Frequent users will appreciate the quickness. Many of these features are available for the
same price or less on competitors. The Murano s features are well-executed. However, there is a
center knob below the display that works well for controlling navigation and other menu
functions when the touch-screen is out of reach. An impressive nine-speaker Bose stereo is
part of that package, as is a power liftgate and streaming Bluetooth audio. How It Drives The
Murano is a guaranteed comfortable experience no matter where or how it s driven. The Murano
was far ahead of its time in offering a smooth, quiet, refined ride back when SUVs were more
about utility and trucklike ride and handling, and its ride quality is just as impressive today. The
Toyota Venza and Hyundai Santa Fe Sport are more athletic crossovers for those seeking a
fun-to-drive option, while the Murano leans into corners like a big, comfy sedan. That s not a
huge knock, considering how refined and well-composed the Murano feels while cruising down
the road. Refinement is the name of the game for the standard 3. The continuously variable
automatic transmission is perhaps the best version of this type, easily fooling drivers into
thinking it s a standard, fixed-gear transmission without the typically sloppy acceleration
common to CVTs. Acceleration is effortless. Compared with the competition s innovative
technology, the Murano is lacking. Turbocharged four-cylinder engines, eight-speed automatic
transmissions, Eco driving modes and diesel engines none of which were commonplace when
the Murano was last redesigned often give the others an efficiency edge. The Santa Fe Sport s
optional turbocharged 2. Safety In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash tests, the
Murano got the top score of Good in front-, side- and rear-impact tests, but scored Marginal in a
roof-strength test below Good and Acceptable, but above Poor. Only one other model subjected
to this test in the agency s Midsize SUV class scored Marginal two scored Acceptable and 17
earned Good scores. Standard safety equipment includes front airbags, side-impact airbags for
front occupants, side curtain airbags for front and rear seating, an electronic stability system
and antilock brakes. See more safety features here , and see how well child-safety seats fit in
the Murano in our Car Seat Check. In the Market What the Murano lacks in value could easily be
countered by a good deal. Despite its age, the Murano s seating, ride comfort and roominess
are exceptional. However, in addition to the competition that s stepped up its game, the Nissan

Pathfinder is similar to the Murano in price and offers more room and better gas mileage
ratings. At its sticker price, there s not enough value in the Murano s feature content, cargo
room or gas mileage, which are three biggies for crossover SUV shoppers. That's why we never
charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able
to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride.
Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process
designed to keep you safe. Check out this very nice Nissan Murano SL! This SUV looks and
drives great! It has great options including a 3. Overall this vehicle is in great shape inside and
out! Please note that this vehicle is being sold with a previously salvaged title due to previous
damage. Please call with any questions. It's priced to sell ASAP so give us a call now! We offer
financing with very competitive rates! Panoramic Sunroof. Back Up Camera. We offer free
warranty on most of our vehicles! Trade-Ins Welcome! Same Price for Finance and Cash
Purchase. Price does not include finance charges, taxes,fees,title and registration. The
following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new battery! Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Clean carfax, 1 owner, local trade. It comes with a 90 days or 4, miles
whichever comes first , AutoNation Limited Warranty, at no extra charge. Disinfectant methods
or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. It is equipped with a Continuously Variable
transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Please contact for availability as vehicles may sell or become unavailable at any time.
All vehicles are one of each. All Pre-Owned or Certified vehicles are Used. All offers expire on
close of business the day subject content is removed from website, and all financing is subject
to credit approval. Prices exclude tax, title and license. All transactions are negotiable including
price, trade allowance, interest rate of which the dealer may retain a portion , term and
documentary service fee. Any agreement is subject to execution of contract documents. It is the
customer's responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. Get
ready to go for a ride in this Nissan Murano SL, which comes equipped with a backup sensor,
push button start, backup camera, a leather interior, braking assist, dual climate control, a
power outlet, stability control, traction control, and Bose sound system. It comes with a 6
Cylinder engine. Don't skimp on safety. Rest easy with a 4 out of 5 star crash test rating. With a
timeless lt. Call today and schedule a test drive! Come Experience the Seth Wadley Difference!!
Check out this gently-used Nissan Murano we recently got in. It has the convenience of limitless
boundaries paired with city sophistication. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken.
This is a very low mileage Nissan Murano. A rare find these days. More information about the
Nissan Murano: The 5-passenger Murano is Nissan's mid-size crossover model, and with the
transformation of the Pathfinder to a 3-row crossover instead of a body-on-frame truck, the
Murano now fits neatly into a complete Nissan crossover lineup, between the compact Rogue
and the larger Pathfinder. The Murano offers a little more style and panache than some other
entries in the mid-size class, while in top SL and LE trims it has the feature set of a
luxury-badge vehicle. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid 6. Cylinders 6 cylinders
4, 4 cylinders 6. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. Know The Deal. No accidents. Price Drop. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of
4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. New Nissan Murano Crossover. My first Nissan. I have
been impressed so far. My baby is Arctic Blue metallic with black leather interior. I fell in Love
with the exterior design. Very sexy! She is gorgeous. Have had it for about a month now. Good
gas mileage with extended range. Lots of Interior room, very comfortable. Has a lot of get up
and go. All wheel drive is great, snow and Ice no problem. Sign Up. The Nissan Murano is a
mid-size crossover SUV manufactured and marketed by Nissan since May as a model for , and
now in its third generation â€” with a convertible variant, the CrossCabriolet , available for the
model years of to In Canada the X-Trail had been on sale as Nissan's second car based SUV
since as a model for ; it was replaced by the Rogue at the end of The nameplate Murano derives
from the Italian city of Murano and the namesake Murano art glass for which the city is widely
known. The first generation Nissan Murano was unveiled in production form for the model year
of , at the New York International Auto Show. It is powered by a 3. Production started in middle
of May , and the first vehicles shipped in early June for the United States, and mid July for
Canadian markets. An independent suspension on all wheels was used for class leading ride
and handling. A full set of airbags , steel reinforced cabin, and head restraints were safety

features designed to protect the interior while VDC , ABS , electronic brakeforce distribution
and brake assist were mechanical safety features. VDC incorporates a form of traction control.
For the model year of in North America, the Murano received some updates in the form of LED
tail lamps and turn signals, standard color information screen, available back-up camera
standard in Canada for all models , GPS and a restyled front end with some minor trim updates.
Due to the Murano exceeding engine displacement and exterior dimensions as declared in
Japanese Government regulations , it was regarded as a luxury vehicle and was equipped with
many optional features found in North America as standard equipment on Japanese models, to
include Nissan's GPS and internet-based navigation system called CarWings. Japanese models
were available with two engine choices, the 3. There was also a high-performance version of the
first generation of Murano, named as "GT-C", which used a high-output version of the VQ35DE
engine with a peak power of around bhp, as seen on the Z. Nissan skipped the model year of
with the introduction of the second generation Murano â€” as a model for The exterior and
interior were redesigned. The second generation Murano was initially offered in three trim
levels: the base S, the mid grade SL, and the top level LE. The second generation Murano
included new features, some of which were optional or available only on the LE grade, including
rain sensing wipers, double stitched leather seats, [14] power rear lift gate, power fold up rear
seats, iPod integration, and a hard-drive based, touchscreen navigation system. Like the first
generation model, there is no third row seat. The second generation is based on the Nissan D
platform , shared with the fourth generation Nissan Altima , and the new Nissan Maxima. The
second generation was equipped a revised version of the 3. Standard safety features on all
trims include four wheel disc brakes with ABS , brake assist, and EBD ; electronic stability
control ; and front, side, and side curtain airbags. The NHTSA awarded the second generation
Murano four stars on the frontal crash test, and five stars for side impacts, worse than the first
generation. On September 29, , Nissan released the second generation Murano in Japan,
targeted mainly at men in their 30s, 40s and 50s. Nissan announced plans to sell the vehicle in
countries. In July , Nissan launched a facelifted version in Europe only, with an updated 2. For
the model year of , the Murano was refreshed to include refreshed front and rear fascias, new
headlights and LED taillights, and new 18 inch wheels on the outside. The refresh also added a
new exterior color, "Graphite Blue" and for the model year the LE trim was renamed to Platinum.
In September , Nissan launched the second-generation Murano in Indonesia. Nissan began
formally marketing the CrossCabriolet with the model year of â€” without further refreshes or
any other trim levels during its production run. The crossover was only offered in the LE trim
and had the same engine as a standard Murano. Its front doors are 7. The Murano
CrossCabriolet was discontinued after the model year. The third generation Murano is not
marketed in Japan, as it is only produced in left-hand drive. Nissan discontinued the
rain-sensing wipers. The Nissan Murano made a return in Mexico after an absence for a decade
after the second generation was discontinued in that market on April 11, , as a model. For the
model year, Murano received an updated front and rear fascias as well as a new wheel design
and quilted semi-aniline leather appointed seating became standard on the Platinum trim level
and also gets new interior trim finishers, Light wood-tone on SV and SL trim levels with
cashmere interior, Metallic trim on S, SV, and SL trim levels with graphite interior, and Dark
wood-tone on the Platinum trim level. For , it kept the same design while receiving minimal
changes, mostly safety features. The SV and SL models received the Nissan Safety Shield as
standard, which included automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection, blind spot
warning, rear cross-traffic alert, lane departure warning, rear automatic braking, and high-beam
assist. For , Nissan's "Safety Shield " became standard on all Murano trim levels. A Special
Edition package was offered on the SV trim level with inch dark charcoal wheels, leatherette
seats, special badging, heated front seats, and a dual panel panoramic moonroof. Only for the
model year of , Nissan introduced a Hybrid version of the Nissan Murano. The Murano Hybrid
features an electric motor, a 2. Hybrid components won't reduce passenger and cargo space.
The hybrid version uses the so-called VSP Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians system that uses
sound to help alert pedestrians of the presence of the vehicle, when it is being driven at a low
speed in the electric drive mode. It is also offered in 7 exterior colours and 2 interior colours.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. This section does not cite any
sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
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truck timeline, North American excluding Mexico market, sâ€”present. Categories : Nissan
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Mid-size crossover SUV [1] [2]. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or
all-wheel-drive. Japan: Kanda, Fukuoka Nissan Shatai. November â€” [8]. Toshiyuki Abe Jung
Kyu Choi [9] [10] [11]. Nissan D platform. CVT 6-speed automatic. October â€” present [24].
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan Murano. Straight-3 HR UD. City car. Micra K
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Laurel C Maxima J Maxima QX A Teana J Silvia S Sports car. GT-R R Compact MPV. Prairie M
Almera Tino. Note E Large MPV. Serena C Juke F Qashqai J X-Trail T Compact SUV. Terrano II R
Mid-size SUV. Terrano WD Pathfinder R Full-size SUV. Patrol Patrol Y Pickup D NP Datsun
Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. Compact minivan. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover
SUV. Rogue Select. Mid-size crossover SUV. Datsun Truck. Vehicle exclusively sold in Canada.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Nissan Murano owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Unbearable noise on rough
roads". It was serviced by the Nissan dealer and the rattle sound was diminished somewhat, but
has returned again this spring. Dealer mostly fixed pillar rattle, but I haven't tried to have the
squeak from the dash fixed yet". The dealership has looked at it and cannot figure it out".
Showed the dealership twice but they were not able to confirm the source of rattling noise". We
bought the "top of the line" with this model so we were extremely disappointed because we
travel in it a lot. Have to turn up radio and shout to passengers. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Dealer mechanic at fault. Power returned when speed increased. Box gasket was
leaking and belts were covered in oil. Repaired under warranty". Lost power steering, was near
the dealership and able to drive there for repairs otherwise would not have been drivable. Noise
got worse in October so I left car there again and one mechanic figured out that it was the right
front strut nuts and bolts had to be replaced. I already had the right front tire wheel bearing
fixed under warranty in so it makes me concerned. Dealership fixed it under warranty". The
suspension is too tight to absorb road irregularities". I took it to the dealer's service dept and
they determined that it was actually the wheel bearing in the right front tire and repaired it under
warranty. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. I don't even use it anymore because is so bad. The camera doesn't line up straight
with the guidance lines on the camera. It took a year to get Nissan to repair". Fortunately it was
still under warranty. Unfortunately because the CD player is part or the dashboard system, I had
to get an entire new dashboard system, which was on back order from Nissan. It took 3 months
for the dashboard to arrive and be installed. Dealer had to get a new unit from BOSE, which too
two weeks". First one had similar issues, second one was the incorrect model, third one
worked". It returned to normal operation on the third day". One other problem that is not listed- I
am 5'2". The driver seat is too thick so it's hard to reach the gas pedal". It cannot locate streets
that have been in existence for 25 years. It is totally worthless". Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Dealer cannot tighten and are not
covered under warranty. Lotsand lots of little white chips show.. My car is black so every little
ding or chip shows white underneath. It looks terrible! Also the back bumper is cracked and
radiating along the entire bumper". I tried to buy touch-up paint from a body and they told me
the touch-up would be very obvious and I'd be very disappointed. No mechanical issue that I'm
aware of but it is aesthetically unattractive". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. The repair was covered under the warranty". Dealer fixed it--under warranty.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. So the corporate

office paid for the majority of the repair". The towing capacity was stated as and the next year,
with the same drivetrain, the rating was reduced to I suspect this was due to manufacturer
repairs where the warranty required the manufacturer to replace the transmission. Mine was
repaired under warranty. Brought in to dealer and they said it needed to be replaced which was
done under factory warranty". The dealership where I purchased the vehicle says I need a new
transmission. I'm having a problem with this because it's only 4 years old. The dealer covered
all of the costs of replacing the transmission. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Poor quality control". Could not unlock the driver door electronically. It creak,
squeaks and rattles all the time and is really annoying. Have to play with it a long time to get it
to close. This happened when the car was 5 years old and at approximately 90, miles.
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. In April the interior light all failed in the cabin. The issue was fixed by a bcm
reset". They had to replace whole thing. Must use actual key. Risk of tearing rubber blase if
wiper is activated while frozen to glass. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. We are not hard on our
vehicles and this is the first time we ever in countered early brake ware. Online recommendation
is to use higher octane fuel. That mitigates it somewhat but not completely, even with
replacement gas cap. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Nissan Murano Change Vehicle. While it has lost some of its sportiness, Murano gained a
quieter, more comfortable ride. Its powertrain delivers lively acceleration and relatively good
fuel economy. The rear seat and cargo area are roomy. Rear visibility remains a problem, a
victim of styling. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Dealer mostly fixed pillar rattle, but I
haven't tried to have the squeak from the dash fixed yet" David S. The dealership has looked at
it and cannot figure it out" James S. Showed the dealership twice but they were not able to
confirm the source of rattling noise" Anonymous, CA Nissan Murano S 3. Repaired under
warranty" Richard M. Dealership fixed it under warranty" James S. It took a year to get Nissan to
repair" Norman S. The driver seat is too thick so it's hard to reach the gas pedal" Sharon V. It is
totally worthless" Steven G. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Roof rails are loose in front which
causes wind noise. Also the back bumper is cracked and radiating along the entire bumper"
Patricia D. Brought in to dealer and they said it needed to be replaced which was done under
factory warranty" Anonymous, NE Nissan Murano LE 3. Convertible top "The convertible hinge
on the passenger side has somehow come out of alignment and is threatening to puncture the
headliner" Daniel K. Body control module "The battery died and had to be replaced in November
Normal routine brake wear "All brakes needed to be replaced due to wear after KM. Differential
"Rear differential leaking and was replaced" Melinda A. Automatic climate control "When I turn
on my air conditioner, the defroger come on, or vice verse, I can't regulate the temperature, it's
not a good combination, I can't get comfortable" Carolyn T. See All Trouble Spots. Compare
Models. Similar Cars. Ford Edge. Hyundai Santa Fe Sport. Jeep Grand Cherokee. Nissan
Murano. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the power steering fluid leaks onto a heat source such as

hot engine or exhaust components, there could be an increased risk of a fire. Read Recall
Details. The power steering hose clamp may not adequately secure the hose, allowing the hose
to detach and leak power steering fluid. What should you do:. Nissan will notify owners, and
dealers will install a power steering high pressure hose kit, free of charge. The recall began May
10, Owners may contact Nissan customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. While it has lost some of its sportiness, Murano gained a
quieter, more comfortable ride. Its powertrain delivers lively acceleration and relatively good
fuel economy. The rear seat and cargo area are roomy. Rear visibility remains a problem, a
victim of styling. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification
number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you
exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey
of Nissan Murano owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. Unbearable noise on rough roads". It was serviced by the Nissan dealer and
the rattle sound was diminished somewhat, but has returned again this spring. Dealer mostly
fixed pillar rattle, but I haven't tried to have the squeak from the dash fixed yet". The dealership
has looked at it and cannot figure it out". Showed the dealership twice but they were not able to
confirm the source of rattling noise". We bought the "top of the line" with this model so we were
extremely disappointed because we travel in it a lot. Have to turn up radio and shout to
passengers. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Dealer mechanic at fault. Power returned
when speed increased. Box gasket was leaking and belts were covered in oil. Repaired under
warranty". Lost power steering, was near the dealership and able to drive there for repairs
otherwise would not have been drivable. Noise got worse in October so I left car there again and
one mechanic figured out that it was the right front strut nuts and bolts had to be replaced. I
already had the right front tire wheel bearing fixed under warranty in so it makes me concerned.
Dealership fixed it under warranty". The suspension is too tight to absorb road irregularities". I
took it to the dealer's service dept and they determined that it was actually the wheel bearing in
the right front tire and repaired it under warranty. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I don't even use it anymore because is so
bad. The camera doesn't line up straight with the guidance lines on the camera. It took a year to
get Nissan to repair". Fortunately it was still under warranty. Unfortunately because the CD
player is part or the dashboard system, I had to get an entire new dashboard system, which was
on back order from Nissan. It took 3 months for the dashboard to arrive and be installed. Dealer
had to get a new unit from BOSE, which too two weeks". First one had similar issues, second
one was the incorrect model, third one worked". It returned to normal operation on the third

day". One other problem that is not listed- I am 5'2". The driver seat is too thick so it's hard to
reach the gas pedal". It cannot locate streets that have been in existence for 25 years. It is
totally worthless". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. Dealer cannot tighten and are not covered under warranty. Lotsand lots of
little white chips show.. My car is black so every little ding or chip shows white underneath. It
looks terrible! Also the back bumper is cracked and radiating along the entire bumper". I tried to
buy touch-up paint from a body and they told me the touch-up would be very obvious and I'd be
very disappointed. No mechanical issue that I'm aware of but it is aesthetically unattractive".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. The repair was covered under the warranty".
Dealer fixed it--under warranty. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. So the corporate office paid for the majority of the repair". The towing capacity
was stated as and the next year, with the same drivetrain, the rating was reduced to I suspect
this was due to manufacturer repairs where the warranty required the manufacturer to replace
the transmission. Mine was repaired under warranty. Brought in to dealer and they said it
needed to be replaced which was done under factory warranty". The dealership where I
purchased the vehicle says I need a new transmission. I'm having a problem with this because
it's only 4 years old. The dealer covered all of the costs of replacing the transmission. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Poor quality control". Could not unlock the
driver door electronically. It creak, squeaks and rattles all the time and is really annoying. Have
to play with it a long time to get it to close. This happened when the car was 5 years old and at
approximately 90, miles. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. In April the interior light all failed in the cabin. The issue
was fixed by a bcm reset". They had to replace whole thing. Must use actual key. Risk of tearing
rubber blase if wiper is activated while frozen to glass. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. We are
not hard on our vehicles and this is the first time we ever in countered early brake ware. Online
recommendation is to use higher octane fuel. That mitigates it somewhat but not completely,
even with replacement gas cap. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Nissan Murano Change Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The

Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS,
side and head protection air bags standard. ESC available, standard from Drive Wheels. AWD ,
Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Dealer mostly
fixed pillar rattle, but I haven't tried to have the squeak from the dash fixed yet" David S. The
dealership has looked at it and cannot figure it out" James S. Showed the dealership twice but
they were not able to confirm the source of rattling noise" Anonymous, CA Nissan Murano S 3.
Repaired under warranty" Richard M. Dealership fixed it under warranty" James S. It took a year
to get Nissan to repair" Norman S. The driver seat is too thick so it's hard to reach the gas
pedal" Sharon V. It is totally worthless" Steven G. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Roof rails
are loose in front which causes wind noise. Also the back bumper is cracked and radiating
along the entire bumper" Patricia D. Brought in to dealer and they said it needed to be replaced
which was done under factory warranty" Anonymous, NE Nissan Murano LE 3. Convertible top
"The convertible hinge on the passenger side has somehow come out of alignment and is
threatening to puncture the headliner" Daniel K. Body control module "The battery died and had
to be replaced in November Normal routine brake wear "All brakes needed to be replaced due to
wear after KM. Differential "Rear differential leaking and was replaced" Melinda A. Automatic
climate control "When I turn on my air conditioner, the defroger come on, or vice verse, I can't
regulate the temperature, it's not a good combination, I can't get comfortable" Carolyn T. See All
Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. Toggle Navigation. Parts Accessories Merchandise Nismo Blog.
Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right.
Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Nissan Murano A Nissan Murano combines innovation
and efficiency with uncompromised driving enjoyment. Repairing or updating your Nissan
Murano with OEM parts ensures that same excitement for the full life of your Nissan. Select a
Nissan Murano Trim Level. Parts Categories. Up
2011 ford f150 xlt owners manual
2007 bmw 6 series
auto repair manuals in spanish
grade your Nissan Murano with innovative technology additions. Explore more with the right
accessories for your Nissan Murano. Enhance and upgrade the aesthetic of your Nissan
Murano. Add protection and comfort to your drive with interior accessories. Experience ultimate

Nissan performance inspired by the race track. Truck and Towing. Nissan Merchandise
Collections. Showcase the enthusiasm you have for Nissan performance and innovation with
the Nissan Merchandise Collection. Featured Parts and Accessories. Splash Guard, Front Driver
1-Piece. Gtr Key Chain. Our nationwide network of dealers has all the high-quality OEM parts to
ensure your Nissan Murano continues to impress for years to come. Distance: Shop Now. Legal
Privacy Policy Warranty. Dealer sets actual price. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

